AGENDA

Goals
- Understand latest RPC Project evaluation results as presented by Americans Institute for Research
- Review and determine action of Round 2/Year 2 Progress Reports
- Acknowledge and celebrate the RPC progress and milestones

2:45  Meeting Registration

3:00  Welcome and Opening Remarks
      Alexis Bernard, Co-Chair, Respite Partnership Collaborative
      Ebony Chambers, Co-Chair, Respite Partnership Collaborative

3:20  MHSA Update
      Jane Ann LeBlanc, Member, Respite Partnership Collaborative

3:25  RPC Project Evaluation Briefing and Discussion
      Grace Wang, Ph.D., Project Director, American Institute for Research

4:10  Review and Action: Round 2/Year 2 Progress Reports
      Myel Jenkins, Program Officer, Sierra Health Foundation: Center for Health Program Management

5:10  Summary and Next Steps
      Alexis Bernard
      Ebony Chambers

5:30  Dinner

5:45  RPC Project Reflection and Acknowledgements
      Alex Trac, Program Planner, Sacramento County Division of Behavioral Health Services
      Myel Jenkins

6:30  Adjourn